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Using the Pre Tag in Notification Templates 

A number of IssueNet users have expressed a preference to have large text fields in notifications displayed without the use of 
a <textarea> tag. Using the <textarea> tag to format large text fields places the text in a region of fixed size with a scrollbar. 
Many users find large text fields easier to read if the text is simply displayed in-line with the proper spacing and line 
break formatting. In addition, the Outlook 2007 e-mail client fails to render text areas properly. As a result, users of Outlook 
2007 may notice that large text fields in notifications display without common formatting elements such as line breaks. 

A simple solution is to replace the <textarea> tag with the <pre> tag. The <pre> tag preserves formatting elements such 
as spacing and line breaks and is also rendered properly by Outlook 2007. 

In future releases of IssueNet products the use of <textarea> will be replaced with <pre> in out of the box notification 
templates. However, you can edit your notification templates to use the <pre> tag now. You may also want to use the <pre> tag 
in your custom notification templates which will not be modified by future IssueNet releases. 

To use the <pre> tag, open a notification template in the IssueNet Service Manager, click on the Design tab, and replace 
the opening and closing <textarea> tags with corresponding <pre> tags. The <pre>tag does not cause the text to wrap so you 
will need to add some attributes to the style to set the width and the wrapping behavior. In the example below the width and 
the wrapping are set as in-line styles. There are a number of different word wrap properties which are specific to 
different browsers. In the example below, the attribute word –wrap is used with the value “break-word”. This attribute and 
value pair is Internet Explorer specific but will set the correct wrapping behavior for Outlook and a variety of other e-mail 
clients. As mentioned above, there are a number of other browser specific wrapping attributes. 

<pre style="width: 700px; word-wrap: break-word; ">$(Property.Description)</pre> 

Once you have saved the changes to your template, notifications based on the template will immediately reflect the 
formatting changes. The following screen captures display the same e-mail notification displayed in Outlook 2007 with 
and without the use of the <pre> tag. 
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With the <textarea> tag: 
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With the <pre> tag: 
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